Risk of sudden death among young individuals with J waves and early repolarization: putting the evidence into perspective.
The presence of J waves and ST-segment elevation on the electrocardiogram (ECG), jointly termed "the early repolarization pattern," has traditionally been considered a marker of "good health." However, recent case control series and long-term population studies have established a statistically significant association between this ECG pattern and an increased risk for arrhythmic death. This finding has raised concern among physicians, who now are asked to estimate the "arrhythmic risk" following the incidental discovery of J waves on routine ECG. Therefore, we review the literature linking early repolarization with arrhythmic risk to place this "fear of J waves" in the right perspective. We found five case control studies (involving 331 patients with idiopathic ventricular fibrillation [VF] and 8,649 controls). All of these studies showed that J waves, particularly of large amplitude and recorded in multiple leads, are more prevalent among patients with idiopathic VF. We also found three large population studies (involving >17,000 individuals) looking at the prognostic value of early repolarization. Two of these studies showed that the presence of J waves >2 mm in amplitude in asymptomatic adults is associated with a threefold increased of arrhythmic death during very long-term follow-up. Individuals with J waves do have some degree of increased dispersion of repolarization that places them at increased risk for arrhythmic death, but only in the presence of additional proarrhythmic factors or triggers. A sensible approach for the asymptomatic patient with J waves is proposed.